
PEPE & TETE
Spanish GCSE Learning Plans



OUR APPROACH
Pepe and Tete’s approach to teaching Spanish is founded on 
two key principles.

To learn a language, one needs to appreciate its culture: No 
matter your level, we take every day as an opportunity to 
discover something new about the Spanish culture.

Conversation is the best way to learn, whether it’s practicing 
with native speakers or role-plays, our tutors place strong 
emphasis on speaking as a way of mastering a language.

 

GCSE PROGRAMME
The GCSE programme has been designed to balance curriculum 
related learning as well as exposure to different aspects of the 
Spanish culture.

The online set up has been tailored to maximise interaction 
time with a native speaker in order to build confidence with 
role plays, speaking and interpersonal communication skills 
that are crucial for GCSE Spanish.

Whether, it’s AQA, Edexcel or IGCSE Cambridge, we tailor the 
programme to the relevant exam board and select the topics 
that require the most attention. This is then complimented by 
tailored topics to explore Spanish culture which will help build 
on the student’s vocabulary.

To cap it all off, students have an option to spend time in Spain 
for a full immersion experience during the programme (get in 
touch for details).



COMPARE LEARNING PLANS

   * Indicative cost (can vary depending on location or online learning)  

** Services priced separately  

Included Services Foundation Intensive
Semi-
Immersion

Hours per week 1 3 5

Cost per week £45 £120 £200

Vocabulary, Grammar, Listening and Speaking yes yes yes

Conversation role-plays yes yes yes

Film and Book club yes yes

Buddy ups with native speakers yes yes

Weekend breakfast club yes

Culture study workshops e.g. Art, Festivals, Food yes

Study weekends in Spain** yes yes yes

Short-term live-in tutor availability** yes yes yes

My wife and I are 
both linguists. Our 
daughters have loved 
working with Sandra 
over the last few years 
because her courses 
provide the essential 
ingredients to achieving 
not only academic 
success in the Spanish 
language but also 
gaining confidence by 
socialising with native 
speakers, learning 
about every day 
Spanish culture and 
having good fun on the 
way.

R Falls, MA
Cambridge University

Interested, see overleaf to find out how to get in touch…

“
“



Sandra Aviles-Martinez

My name is Sandra. I am a trained teacher who has always been passionate about  

education, languages, travelling and discovering new cultures. My journey started in 

Spain where I worked as a tennis coach for 9 years. This period exposed me to an entirely 

different way of learning that focused on the application beyond the tennis lessons. 

Starting Pepe and Tete in England provided me with the underestimated gift of  

meeting the world and its different cultures in one country. That’s why Pepe and Tete 

is more than a language learning endeavor. It’s also a fun experience that creates 

friendships  across cultures. 

We would love to make learning Spanish fun for you, so if you are interested in any of 

our  Spanish programmes, please get in touch.  

Phone: +44 7484 324326

Email : team@pepeandtete.com 

Website: www.pepeandtete.com

Pepe and Tete is the trading name of Pepe and Tete Limited.  

Company Reg: 11897251. England and Wales.  

Reg Address:  1 Shepperton Marina, Felix Lane, Shepperton, Middlesex, TW17 8NS 
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